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About the Double 44 (curved)
Curved textile frames are frames that can literally
and figuratively make a difference. A curved frame
adds playfulness, but it can also be used as a
stylish eye-catcher. The Double 44 profile is a
sturdy double-sided profile that can be used both
freestanding and suspended.

The advantages
Popular curved textile frame

As a circle, cylinder and curved

Free-standing and suspended

Available open and closed

NF-04445 / NF-04440

NF-21445 / NF-21440

NF-56445 / NF-56440

Any colour possible

Specifications
44 mm

0.815 kilos/meter

6150 mm

Unlit
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Mounting

Freestanding
Freestanding frame with a textile on both sides.

Attached to the ceiling
Frames suspended from the ceiling. Both horizintal

as well as vertical suspension is possible.

 

 

Finish

Open
The outer groove facilitates the usage of

accessories.

Closed
An even finish. If desired, holes can be drilled in

the profile so that accessories can be attached.
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Shapes

Circle
An eye-catching and distinctive

alternative to a standard textile

frame.

Cylinder
The advantage of a cylinder is

that it is visible from all sides.

Curved
Ideal as an impressive backdrop

at trade fairs.

 

 

Stabilizers
Stabilizers
In order to guarantee the stability of the frame, stabilizers must

be placed in the frame. This way the construction is sturdy.
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Recommended accessories
Baseplates

Baseplate simple
FK-0100

Baseplate slim
FK-0105

Baseplate slim
refined
FK-0107

Baseplate heavy
FK-0110

Ceiling mounts

Ceiling mount
FK-0360

Suspension cable
FK-7900

  

Connectors

Frame connector
150 degrees
FK-0615

Frame connector
135 degrees
FK-0620

Frame connector 90
degrees
FK-0630

Frame connector
180 degrees
FK-0640

Led-componenten

Led spot
AF99-310
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Stabilizers

Stabilizer 43
NF-04438

   

Locksets

Lockset heavy
FK-0200

Lockset heavy short
FK-0205

Flexible lockset
FK-0430

Lockset stabilizer
FK-0220

Extension sets

Extension set heavy
FK-0500

Extension set
aluminium keeper
FK-0532

  


